personnel fail to identify themselves as non-Government officials.


411.170 Brand name or equal.
(a) A “brand name or equal” purchase description shall include the following type of information:
(1) Identification of the item by generic description.
(2) Make, model number, catalog designation, or other description, and identification of a commercial catalog where it is listed.
(3) Name of manufacturer, producer, or distributor of the item and complete address.
(4) All salient characteristics of the “brand name or equal” product or products which have been determined by the requisitioner to be essential to the Government’s minimum requirements.

(b) [Reserved]

411.171 Solicitation provisions and contract clauses.
(a) Contracting officers shall insert the provision at 452.211–70, Brand Name or Equal, in solicitations, other than those for construction, where “brand name or equal” purchase descriptions are used.

(b) Contracting officers shall insert the clause at 452.211–71, Equal Products Offered, in solicitations, other than those for construction, where the provision at 452.211–70 is included.

(c) Contracting officers shall insert the clause at 452.211–72, Statement of Work/Specifications, when the description (statement of work) or specification(s) is included in Section J of the solicitation.

(d) Contracting officers shall insert the clause at 452.211–73, Attachment to Statement of Work/Specifications, when there are attachments to the description (statement of work) or specifications.
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